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sir i saw your advert in the honolulu newspaper with the one by the man with feet of clay.i also saw that a bunch of people
including the astrologer were fooled by the ad in the newspaper. ive been waiting for some years to see if there is any further

development but i was shocked when i read about the final details i see that you are willing to give me a copy of the book i
will pay you the postage of the book. please, i would really appreciate it if you could give me any further updates you get on

the story i would like to also add that i really love the book “feet of clay”,i’ll also not steal anything from the owner of the
story this is a huge gesture of trust on your part, pls accept my thanks regards sir i must confess that it is a classic horror

story but i cannot remember its name, its ancient and sort of unromantic but i started to but i read the story to my friend four
hours ago and i have forgotten so much of it and i cant tell if it is a horror story or a slighty scary comedy story i need help

with my thesis. i need an old (1900-1940) book (i don't know the genre) witha the story a lady with red hair and a
mnemonicsist lives alone in a residence. this,i need the following events to happen in the story. (1) her husband takes another
wife and her heart is broken. (2) her drinking of vodka is uncontrollable. she is in a mental hospital. (3) her husband dies. (4)
she inherits the house. (5) she is responsible for the death of a child. (6) she killed herself. (7) she is killed. (8) she commits
suicide. (9) she is committed for a mental case. (10) she jumps from a window. (11) she is suffocaded. (12) she goes back to

the hospital. (13) she gets out of the hospital. i've seen similar stories in movies like cult classic rosemary's baby and acedare.
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of the operation will be put in
var. the status is returned in a

list of length 2. the first element
is the numeric return value for
the operation, and the second

element is a string value for the
error. do you remember the title
of the american tv show family
guy where the family - father,
mother and five children - is

heading to the mall. every time
the mall security guard asks

what they want, they say right
and then he asks if they mean

"right" or "as in we're going
right" (as you know they all

answer with the right word). the
same is repeated with another
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set of words when passing by
the grocery store. every time,

the security guard has to repeat
the question with a very subtle
but clear hint about what they

want in the get-go and then they
all answer right (as in we're

going right). the fifth time he
does it, the father has enough

and tells the security guard that
he will lead them to the mall. but

before he can take them, the
security guard stops him and
tells that they must not go in.

the father gets disappointed for
a bit until he realizes what's

happening and tells the security
guard that he's going to the
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grocery store. as he's walking
away, the security guard says

that it was just a joke. and that,
was the scene in simpsons.. :) i
just stumbled on your site. with
your answers i was also able to
come back to the place that i

have lived for the last 30 years,
the swiss german border to the
south of aachen- at least. the

"old" switzerland and the border
with germany. the best way to
find out where is the place in
your writeup: swiss germany,

"canton schwyz", grüne mühlen,
sechseläutenstrasse 2. according
to my bus timetables, this would
be the bus nr.5052 (from zürich
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nordseite, der hauptbahnhof
nord, via herrsching, baden,

landau, aachen) and i would take
this bus (or the s9) to

schaffhausen. that is, at least,
this is how i would go back to the

area. at least that's what i
understood from your site.
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